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1. What changes in the group underwriting and selection processes are
taking place? Can medical care costs be controlled or at least
limited through plan design?

2. Is there a significant movement to non-traditional benefit programs
such as Cafeteria Plans and Preferred Provider Organizations?

3. What new financial processes or _ments are being employed?
Is there a drift toward ti@hter experience monitoring procedures
coupled with prompt rate adjustments?

MR. ROBERT A. RaTff,-Our panel discussion _his afternoon is intended to
cover some of the issues now taking place that currently do, or presumably
will, affect group insurance underwriting. This particular panel is not a
teaching session. Hopefully it will be an information forum. Your own
co-,,entsand perspectives, as well as questions, are welcome.

Our panel will follow the program outline. George Mayo will discuss some
of the front-end underwriting issues, which deal less directly with rating
and financial matters, but are concerned more with design and plan limit
provisions. Following George, I will cover some of the developments
occurring in what has been temed the non-traditional benefits area.
Dale Ethington will complete the panel discussion by covering some of the
prevailing back-end techniques, l_r_ma_ily, he will cover some of the
changes that seem to be occurring with respect to rating, re-rating, and
those other issues that have a more direct link with the f_n_ucial aspects
of a group plan.

MR. GEORGE F. M. MAYO:

I have been asked to start at the beginning - namely, at the design and
quotation stage of a group plan. Thus I will be discussing the criteria
that are emerging in the two areas of plan design and underwriting of
risks.

On one important facet, I am going to have to plead ignorance. At present,
the buzz-word is "cost content". In Canada (and I represent the
"Canadian content") we don't even know what the wol_ means. This is not
unnatural - its principal impact is on the major medical progrsm, and the
Canadian medicare system has removed actuaries and insmrers f!_ the fore-
front of the battle. There is emphasis on cost contair0ment, but in Canada,
it is at the political level far more than it is south of the border.
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The Canadian major medical scene is similar, pe_aps, to the American medi-
care supplement scene, and we have made Just the same mistakes. Fi_t
dOIILT coverers, no co-in_ce and unlimited benefits all present a tl_p
for the unwary underwriter. For the larger group plans, this m_7 be an
expense which can be passed on. For example, we had one plan with an
unlimited benefit, and one employee of the group had 3 children with cystic
fibrosis. The resultant claims for this family amounted to "only" $2 per
month extx_ premium on the married x_te - for every employee of this g_oup.

However, this now brings up the first of the emerging problems I wanted to
discuss. Both in Canada and in the U.S., we are seeing increased emphasis
on the ,,n,ll group" - variously identified as 3-25 lives, 5-25 lives or
even 1-25 lives. These groups, whether underwritten alone (I don't know
anyone who does that), or in a pool, or in an "association" case, or in a
true multi-employer trust, present special underwriting problems.

These small groups (for which there used to be a few specialized insurers
only) often offer a very full package of benefits - life, ino_e replace-
ment, A!_, health and dental, often with dependent life and optional life
as well. This poses a great problem in anti-selection. There is usually
one person very much in control - let's call him Mr. Big, and Mr. Big is
very likely to buy what's best for Mr. Big. If Mr. Big has 5 children with
badly misaligaed teeth, he is going to want a plan with orthodontia - and
80 on,

For this reason, most insurers offer small groups only a selection of
"packages". While these packages cover a good range of plans, the tendency
is to offer the risky benefits (like Mr. Big's orthodontia) only in a very
full package. In Canada, as well, we can (at present) use medical evidence
for such benefits as life and LTD, and thus avoid some of the more expensive
forms of anti-selection. Perhaps one of the other panelists might like to
expound on the evidence problem in the U.S. for groups under 10 lives.

However, it is no__tusual to be able to get evidence on dependents; we will
not catch Hr. Big,s 5 toothy children, or his wife who x_quires special
nursing on and off for months at a time. For this reason, the health and
dental coverages present special problems.

On largor groups, you can identify problems by investigating past experience.
But on _,_ller g_oups, (a) you can't get information on past experience and
(b) it's not credible, even if you can. I must admit to being a bit of a
maverick on that last point. To me, BAD experience always has credibility,
and TWO consecutive YEARS, bad experience has quite high credibility.

If you believe that, how do you cope with renewal undezwriting, or even
initial underwriting?. The traditional view is that small group benefits
are all pooled, and everyone pays the pool rate, adjusted perhaps for
objective factors such as age, location, occupation, salary and so on.
However, if you do that, you are surely encouraging the bad cases to stay
with you, and the good ones to go.

On renewal underwriting, our approach is to classify groups partly on the
basis of past experience as "manual", or "80% of manual", or "120% of
manual" and so on. If we lose cases to our competition, at least they are
the ones that used to hurt us.
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That approach doesntt work on new cases. So far the only defense we have
tried ag_In,t deliberate anti-selection, or "rate-hoppers", is to refuse to
quote on any group which has changed caxTiers twice in the last 3 years.
It's a poor defense, but it's the best we've found. We are also pressing
very hard for what most of the U.S. companies have - the right to change
rates in any policy month, even within 12 months of issue. Our sales force
is fighting hard against that. I personally would be interested to know of
Canadian companies who have been able to introduce such a provision - I
know of at least one, and to see whether this will be a growing trend.
My company has got it into some new policies - but not all.

So far, I've said very little about LTD - quite deliberately. LTD has
problems all its own, particularly at the present time. We are seeing many
companies complain about their LTD experience - and, in a sense, we are
seeing the truth of the conventional wisdom about disability income benefits
in a recessionarF envircmnent. However, even this blanket condemnation
seems to be a little short of the truth. In my own company, we have seen
some quite unexpected quirks. We are seeing some policyholders with
excellent IAVDexperience, even some in very troubled industries; we are
seeing bad experience in areas and industries where there is no recession.
In general, our _,-II g_oups a_e less troublesome than ou_ big gl_ups.

What underwTiting techniques will work? Perhaps this is the time to go back
to basics; we have to look for low replacement ratios, and in particular,
shun COLA's. Well, maybe COI£'s aren,t all bad, but certainly we have too
many in the loss column to love them. One other _hing we can do is to
increase our efforts at the other end.

The other end, of corpse, is ol_!m_-control after disability. My assigned
task today is to discuss the underwriting process only up until the issue
of a policy, but what you do in claim control MQHT affect your underwriting
Judgment up front. In today's max_et, you have to be extremely wary of
underwriting LTD, unless you have gt'eat confidence in your claim control
program. You must be assured that your rehabilitation efforts are starting
as early as possible, even during the waiting period, and that they are
effective. Good rehabilitation personnel are hard to get, but you will need
them if you are to have underwriting freedom.

Secondly, your risk selection process needs to be finely tuned. If you find
a pattern of high risk occupations, these should be rated appropriately. MY
company hasn't really found such a pattern, apart from the conventional one
which includes groups with a high blue-collar content, teachers, and the
like. If you have found greater sophistication, congratulations. You have
found an edge - and that's what's needed in the environment today.

MR. HALL:

For the second part of today' s discussion, I will turn to the underwriting
and selection issues surrounding a set of newer, non-traditional benefit
programs.

The non-traditional approaches I want to consider are flexible benefits
(also known as cafeteria plans), health m=_-tenanoe organizations and,
briefly, a very new development: preferred provider _ments. The
presence of one or more of these non-tradltional approaches within an
employee benefit program presents the underwriter with some additional
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selection and undezw_iting considerations. The benefit approaches are rela-
tively new, especially the preferred provider arrangements. Experience in
dealing with these plans is only now beginning to emerge. There is, how-
ever, a common _teristic in these _ente that adds a new dimen-
sion and challengez the employee plays a dominant role in deciding the type
and level of benefits which he or she will receive. This single character-
istic is mOSt directly rosponsible for the emergence of some new or changed
emphasis on existing underwriting and selection issues.

This can be illustrated quite effectively by analyzing the flexible benefits
concept. I'II go into mOre detail with flexible benefits both as a point of
illustration and because, at present, there is semewhat more diversity.
Then I'Ii only briefly cover both HMO,s and PPA's.

Now, let's lock at flexible benefits. In contrast to the traditional group
in_e appx_ch where an employer provides a single plan of benefits for
all employees, the flexible benefits plan provides employees with a means
of using their pre-tax benefit dolla_s to select the benefits mest suited
to their individual needs. This concept has been around for over a decade.
However, in the last few years, there have been a number of employers that
have adopted flexible progrsme. Furthexmore, it seems many employers are
now beginr_Ingto actively consider this non-traditional approach.

Why is thero such a growing interest among employers in offering employees a
choice of benefits? There are a number of environmental influences which
seem to be causing employers to consider flexible benefits. Essentially,
these can be categorized into three major driving forces.

First, consider the employees who are to be insured - here there has been a
marked change in the demographics of the workforce. The t_anditional
employee benefits plan was developed for a family unit consisting of a male
brssdwinner with a non-worklng wife and children. Today, however, because
of lifestyle and demo_phic changes, only 20_ of all employees presently
fit this traditional mOld. The traditional benefits plan designed to serve
a more homogeneous workforoe is simply no longer appropriate for today's
diverse workforoe. Flexible benefit designs can better meet the diverse
need of this new workforce.

Second, from the employer's side, there is a need, really a demand, to
control the cost escalation of the total benefit package. Benefits have
grown to almost 40_ of payroll with only little sign of abatement. In some
flexible benefit programs, the employer shifts a portion of the benefit
cost escalation problem to his employees, breaking the direct link between
the cost of benefits offered and the employer's benefit expendituz_s per
employee. Right now, it is not clear whether this approach will work over
an extended time, but some employers are trying it. This reason then
probably is the major force behind the interest in flexible benefits today.

The third major force is the changes in federal tax law, specifically,
Section 125 "Cafeteria Plans" and _01(K) "Cash or Deferred Arrangements".
These laws pel_nitemployees to make more tax effective use of their benefit
dollars. Time does not permit a discussion of these laws in detail, but
they do constitute a major consideration in moving away from the tradi-
tional single plan approach.
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The more common w_ys of designing flexible benefit plans include-

• modular or m_ni-flex

• mix and match, or trade-off
. cafeteria or free choice

• high/low medical options
• core plus options

In general, these different approaches follow the fundamental principle
underlying flexible benefits: they all give choice %o employees. As a
consequence, the employee becomes the principle decision maker for his own
benefit psmkage.

Core plus is one of the more populam approaches. It offers considerable
flexibility for employees. Its introduction also allows the employer to
address some of his needs and concerns. It's a good basis for comparison.
The employer may provide all of hie employees with a non-contributory
minimal core package. In addition, flexible credits which each employee
can "spend" on additional benefits are also provided. For example, the core
may provide all employees with at least catastrophic medical coverage, some
life insurance, sick pay benefits, vacation and a pension plan.

Options which employees might select 81-efirst, additional in_e bene-
fits: for instance, more life in_oe, a richer medical plan, a dental
plan, and long term disability. Next, the employee can direct flexible
credits to a qualified profit shaacin@"or savings plan. Employees who do not
want more benefits can elect to take their credits as additional salary,
which then becomes taxable income. A somewhat more sophisticated plan might
include the purchase of additional vacation days, and other benefits such as
dependent child care, legal services and a medical reimbursement account.

Now, when we see an _nt llke this, the first t_nderw_iting problem
that surfaces is adverse selection. The question really is not "will there
be adverse selection?", but "how to deal with it?"

First, let's look at an example of how selection oocux_. In this flexible
progrsm, an employee has a choice of four comprehensive medical plane.
Plan A is a $500 deductible, 80%/20% coinsursnce plan. Plans increase in
value tO Plan D which is a $100 deductible, 100% hospital, and 80%/20%
coinsuzanoe on all other expenses. (See table on next page.)

This table illustx_tes how employees in total elected coverage, and shows
the selection breakdown by sex, by age, by dependent status, and by salary.
Clearly, it is quite likely that there will be different selection results
solely related to census characteristioe.

We can also expect selection based on an individual's knowledge and concern
about hie/her health condition and probable medical care utilization. And
finally, each employee will make their own very subjective decisions on
their personal evaluation or perception of the plan alternatives or choices
they are offered. At present we have inadequate tools to measure effect
here, much less ability to predict the effect of selection.

But employee choice will certainly result in stoneadverse selection and
there is a cost associated with it. How do we deal with it?
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Well, there are some underwriting techniques that can be used to deal with
potential adverse selection• These can be categorized into -

• Plan Design, which are the general provisions of benefit coverages.

• Election Rules, which restrict employee choice at enrollment and
re-enrollment.

• Pricing, or loading employee contributions to recover the cost of
selection and to influence employee election patterns.

• _mployee Testing, or anticipating employee elections by means of
surveys.

Let's briefly look at each of these techniques.

(I) Plan Design Incorporates a number of approaches:

(a) Packaging, or combin_ coverages, e.g. combin_ dental with
one or more of the medical plan choices - i.e., structure the
plan so that dental is not available by itself.

(b) Ma/nt_in_ng meaningful benefit differences between plans so
that selection is based on perceived differences in plan pro-
visions and not strictly on price or contribution differen-
tials.

(c) At a rain{mum,providing cost containment provisions in the
richest medical plans.

(d) Desi_ plans based on different employee needs, so that
choice is not based strictly on financial or health condi-
tion criteria.

(2) There are a number of considerations surrounding the employees' oppor-
tunity to re-elect coverages after the initial enrollment. These are
some of the more common election rules:

(a) Evidence of insurability required for increases in life
insurance amounts.

(b) Changes permitted only once a year. Exceptions a_e usually
made for significant life events such as marria@e or divorce.

(c) Limiting yearly increases in benefits to only the next richest
level.

(d) Providing a deferral period between the date the coverage is
elected and the effective date of coverage.

(3) Pricing is an important element in dealing with adverse selection.
Clearly, it is desirable to try to account for all of the adverse selec-
tion components in our expanded pricing formulas.
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(4) Employee testing is not commonly used in group insurance underwriting
and pricing. Clearly, in these open choice plans, information obtained
from a specific survey will provide a better means to evaluate and rate
the overall group, than juet using census data by itself.

Results of employee testing can be used to design the benefit options,
develop the election rules and make pricing more accurate.

In summary, then, we have plan desi_, election rules, pricing techniques
and testing. The basic point is that with the evolvement of the flexible
benefits approach there is the need to desl with a wider range of new selec-
tion and underwriting issues.

I will now %nxrnto the effect of health maintenance organizations on the
design and underwriting of indemnity medical plans. HM0'e are not new, but
what is new is that in some areas of the country, HMO's are achieving very
significant penetration. Where an HMO has made significant penetration,
the impact of the HMO on the inde_Lity plan should not be i_ored.

In situations where employees can elect and reverse election between an
indemnity plan and a pro-paid HMO_ and where the BMO participation is
significant, there is a real possibility for meaningful selection to occur.
Essentially, these are the same selection opportunities and issues that are
present with flexible benefits. The choices are more limited but the
selection issues are very much the same. Clearly, the pricing and under-
writing of the indemnity plan should consider what the HM0 may draw away
from the indemnity plan. At a minimum, one must ask, what are the specific
census characteristics and what are the presumed health conditions of these
participants?

Now briefly turning to preferred provider arrangements. This is a very new
development at this time in California. The very first question is, "What
is a preferred provider _ment"? The KIAA has a task force on PPA's
and I'Ii use their definition from the task force's Ma_ch 23, 1983 draft
report °

• A preferred provider plan is an arrangement by which an insurer or
other third party contracts with health care providers either
directly or indirectly with or without the assistance of inter-
mediaries.

. The oontract is to reimburse the_reviders for health care services
rendered to the payor's insu-_eds/beneficiaries. It is not a contract
to provide medical services.

• A preferred provider plan generally contains incentives for the
insured/beneficiary to secure the servioes of a contractin_ provider
over a non-contracting provider. Such incentives generally include
alternative reimbursement levels.

The task force report notes, and I quote, "It is essential to discuss the
concept in terms of an arrangement and not in terms of a specific entity or
organizational struotuze."

PPA's are very new and there really is no way to tell what will prove to be
the critioal selection and undezwritlng issues. But, I'll suggest same of
the potential issues.
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(I) What criteria ehould be used to select providers?

(2) What "ar_an6ements" should be made with providers?

(3) What incentives should be offered to insured employees?

(4) How will employees select?

(5) How should performance be monitored?

I would guess that as experience is gained with these arrangements, this
list will chan_ and possibly expand.

In su_, we've looked at the selection and underwriting implications of
three non-traditional plan approaches. We probably need to make some fund-
amental changes in ou_ thinking when dealing with these arrangements where
the employee takes part in the decision making over what type and level of
benefits he or she will have.

In a flexible benefit plan, employees decide among choices of indemnity
plans; when an HM0 is offered, employees select between the HM0 and the
indemnity plan; and when a preferred provider arrangement is present,
employees decide where to get their medical services at the time they
need the care.

When more selection opportunities exist, underwriting is more important and
generally more complex. For the moment and at a minimum we can only be
aware of these changes that are occurring. In time we will learn to deal
with these now new non-traditional approaches which will likely become more
prevalent in the future.

MR. DALE F. EI_INGTON:

Group insurers have made m_y changes in their practices in the last year
or two. I believe some of these changes represent new procedures, but most
of them are really tlghtening up of existing procedures. I will go through
the questions in the progl_am today and point out what I see as recent
changes. Some of these are trends, while others may just be swings of the
pendulum. I'm not sure that I can accurately characterize which of these
changes are long tern trends and which are simply of a temporary natltre.
These observations are based on my experience with what Metropolitan is
doing, and what I have observed in the marketplace in the western
United States.

With respect to selection processes in group underwriting, I've noticed
that insul-anceCSzTiers have become more cautious in certain markets.

It appears to me that many carriers are moving more conservatively with
respect to high risk business, such as multiple employer trusts, and with
respect to public bid business such as states, municipalities, and school
districts. In many instances it has been hard for these groups to get
very many bids f_om insurance carriers when that kind of business has been
up for bid.

The other items that I've noticed in this area are that more optional life
plans are going into effect, and that the participation requirements and
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amount restrictions have been loosened up. In other words, we are seeing
larger amounts with lower participation requirements in the group life area,
particularly optional group life.

Moving on to plan design, there are only a few areas where l've seen a plan
design change which I thought really was in the neighborhood of controlling
costs. Most of the plan designs seem to just shift the cost from one area
to another; they don't really do much to control it. The area that I think
that we have made progress towards controlling costs is in prescription
drug programs. We have card systems through which we can control claims
and the expense of processing claims. Wholesale and mail order drug
systems, where maintenance drugs are purchased through the mail, can also
be significant cost savers in prescription drug programs.

The next topic in the progran is on preferred provider organizations, or
PPO's. l'd like to give you a little background on what the activity has
been in California. MediCal, which is the indigent medical care state
program in California, has the authority to go out and negotiate with
hospitals to determine who will provide benefits for MediCal patients.
A @Teat number of hospitals that used to provide care to MediCal patients
are no longer listed as reimbursable. If you are a MediCal patient, you
have to _o to a hospital that i8 on the approved list if your expenses are
going to be paid. The hospitals are qttiteupset by this and are challeng-
ing MediCal on their actions. The result of all of this is that we became
aware of the fact that insurance carriers also have the right to enter into
these kinds of contract negotiations in California. This has been done in
a way that I thought was backward, although it's not clear what is the
right way to develop these programs. There are some people who thln_ that
you have to organize the hospitals before you can organize the physicians
since the physicians are affiliated with certain hospitals, so if you
organize a hospital network you'll have an auton_tic physician network.
Since January 1, 1983, you can negotiate with physicians and, I believe,
starting July 1, 1983, you can negotiate with hospitals. For more details,
you may refer to Assembly Bill 3_80 in California.

I don't know of any real PPO's that exist in California today. CPHP, the
California Psychological Health Plan, provides psychiatric benefits in a
PPO-type of _ran_ement, but is really somewhere between a closed panel and
a PPO. Actually, since the CPHP provides very rich benefits for outpatient
psychiatric services, they have had a hard time getting very much interest
in their plan because it seems likely to increase claim costs, rather than
decrease them.

In any event, there are a couple of these PPO's that are close to being up
and ru_n!ng now. One of them is the California Health Network in the
San Francisco Bay Area, which is made up of seven hospitals and a staff of
doctors. I don't know i£ all the doctors on the staff will De participat-
ing, or if only selected physicians will be, but at this point everyone
thinks that this represents a great opportunity to make these negotiations
work and to control costs.

There is also a great interest in the employer comsnulity to do something in
the PPO area. I'm sure thin@_ are goin_ to be done; whether they work or
not, I would urge any actuary who has an opportunity to get involved in the
design of these th_£_ to take advantage of it. I'm sure there are going
to be a lot of unsound ideas that would otherwise be developed, and then we
would be stuck with the problem of trying to rate them properly.
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Another item _hat is somewhat non-trvAitional is plan experience _n_lysis
and advice services. These are offered to employers by "experts" who will
_yze the insurance carrier' s claim payment practices and utilization
abuses on the part of the medical o_mnity. These people will also per-
fore very indepth statistical analyses and pinpoint where the pl_blems
are - hospitals, physicians, certain diagnoses and so on. I am sure a lot
of you have read about the DRG technology, for which there is a lot of
employer interest. I thi_k we will be seeing more and more of these analy-
sis services, which is likely to lead to savings in plan benefits, and may
also result in plan design changes. One of the ideas suggested, for
example, is that if you have a mandatory second surgical opinion program,
you really should determine what surgical precedu_es you want to include
in that pregrvm, based on a detailed analysis of your experience under that
px'ogram. Thus, this type of _n-_ysis is based on the actual medical
practice, and may result in alot of plan design changes that will be bene-
ficial in cutting the costs of medical care.

The last item in the px_am deals with f_a_cisl arrangements. I will dis-
cuss the changes that I have seen in financial arrangements over the last
year or two.

The first change is that many customers at the lower end of the largo case
market are moving away fx_m experience rating and towsxds pooling. In the
past, the trend had seemed to be that everybody wanted to be experience
rated - they wanted thei_ dividends if they were having d/vidends coming
to them. There was always pressure to move to a mere experience rating
dividend credit accounting on these cases, but in the recent past there
have been more of these policyholders who have been willing to go to a non-
participating approach in exchange for some rate relief.

The next fln-ncial arrangement change that I've noticed is that there are
more premium stabilization funds being held. _nt surplus, instead of
being paid out as a dividend, is being held by the insurance carriers.
This is probably prlm_ily due to the Stop Gap Tax Law, where there is a
tax on dividends paid. But I believe also that, in some situations, it is
because of the rapid increases in medical care costs that the employers in
renewal negotiations a_e willing to let the caxTier hold the surplus in
exchange for rate relief.

One of the changes in fl_ancial arrangements which actually is pretty new
first came into being this year and is strictly a California phenomenon
again. I% is the California Discontinuance and Replacement Law, otherwise
referred to as Senate Bill 366. There have been some court rulings that
interpreted this regulation as saying that insurance carriers who have the
necessary language in their contracts with e_ployers can walk away from
any contractual medical cax_ liability on disabled employees. The contract
may say that they have a liability for disabled employees, but they can
walk away from that liability if the contract is cancelled and is written
by a new carrier. This matter is currently under study by the industry,
and apparently everyone would like this law to be reversed. As the law and
its interpretation now stand, an insurance carrier has to be very careful
when writing a new case in California. There may be significant claims
that may have to be assumed by the new carrier. For example, an unscrupu-
lous carrier insuring a group with a largo, ongoing disabled claim could
raise rates abnormally high, purposely irritate the policyholder, and
encourage the case to go out to bid so that the new carrier will inherit
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the liability for that disabled life. Hopefully, examination of examples
of this kind of potential abuse will force this law to be changed.

Some of the more traditional financial _ments that are being utilized
more extensively are retrospective premium axTangements. I've noticed a
trend towards larger retrospective premium arrangements. I think carriers
use them to reduce their risk, and I believe also that they are used to
reduce the likelihood of dividends being paid out on experience rated
contracts, which is at least partly due to the tax implications that go
alon_ with payment of dividends.

Another new twist in financial _ments is the return of the open and
unx_ported claim reserves to the policyholder. The primary purpose is to
return the funds to th_ employer, but there is a secondary purpose, which
is to reduce the insurance carrier's risk. In one type of plan, the
insurer retains the liability for the run-out of the claims. If the case
is cancelled, the insurance carrier has the liability for the run-out but
the policyholder must pay a sum of money, which is either fixed or variable,
to the carrier to pay for the run-out. The plans that operate on a vari-
able payment basis offer the insurers some opportunity to reduce their risk.
In the second type of plan, the employer gets the funds and the liability -
the insurance csxTier has no liability whatsoever. And finally, there is a
trend to requiring special payments upon termination. This special payment
may be a fixed amount, it may be a variable amount, or it may be an extra
month's premium.

Since many customers now have fimancisd arrangements where they are holding
part or all of the reserve liability, or have delayed premium payment pro-
visions or retrospective premium _ments, there has been an increased
concern with the policyholder' s financial condition. Can that policyholder
actually come up with the money? The Metropolitan has increased its moni-
toring of the financial liability of its customers when these axTangements
are outstanding. I believe other cazTiers have been doing the same. We are
also more cautious in extending these ax-Ena6,_mentsto new customers, part-
icularly in a bid situation because often times the case is yours as long as
you are willing %o make these arrangements. Likewise, you may feel it is
necessary to discontinue existing financial _ments with your existing
policyholders. This will probably irritate your customers, and you may lose
some of them. This has been a difficult thing for carriers to do, but they
have tightened up in this regard. I know from my own experience that you
don't really want to go into bankruptcy proceedings with those kinds of
arrangements in effect because your chances of getting very much money out
of them is pretty much nil.

The next item on the program is the tx-endtoward tighter experience monitor-
ing procedures. Metropolitan has expanded its monitoring procedures - we
monitor inflation and utilization trends very closely. We are now actively
monitoring inflationary and utilization trends to avoid getting caught
asleep like we have done a number of times in the past.

On a monthly basis we examine the medical care components of the CPI
figures. We then adjust the CPI figures for seasonal variations, and we
weight the components to reflect the benefits that we're providing. We
also look at the CPI figures for different major geographical areas to see
if there is some difference emerging in different parts of the country.
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In _idition, we monitor our own inflation experience on a mon_lly basis.
During the Voluntary Wage-Price Stabilization Pro&.Eamwe established a pro-
cedure for monitoring the actual monthly experience of a representative
sample of our larger group customers. We found this was a really valuable
technique for us and have continued it because we are thereby able to
compare the actual exhibited trend on what we feel is a representative block
of business with the CPI-based trend factors. We thine _t this has
increased our ability to respond more quickly, and to have a hlgher degree
of confidence in the accuracy of what we're doing.

We have also increased our monitoring of the emerging experience on our
Ismger cases on a case-by-case basis. We think that this allows us to
better plan for implementing large rate increases for these cases, and also
to prepare our customers for those rate increases in advance.

Our claim department has adopted pro@Tams and procedures to monitor the
accuracy and timeliness of our claim paying operations. This is to assure
that they are being operated soundly and mmoothly, and that acceptable per-
fo_m_nce statistics can be presented %o policyholders. As a by-product,
we've been able to use this information in our renewal underwriting to
Judge the accuracy of the claim payments, and to observe the timeliness of
the payments of various claim operations.

The final topic on the prog_am is the concept of px_mpt z_te adjustments,
which may be a direct result of the monitoring techniques that I've just
mentioned. In the past, it was very common for large group oases %o have
rate changes that were deferred for three months or more after the renewal
date. But with the rapid escalation of medical csze costs, it has become
very difficult for us to collect an adequate premium during the policy
year. Thus, there has been a strong trend away from deferring renewal
rates. This trend probably started during the Voluntary Wa@_-Price
Stabilization Program, and has continued even more strengly. In those
cases where a renewal can't be settled by the rate chsnge date, it is now
alot more common to require that the rate increase be implemented effec-
tive retroactively to the orig_n_1 rate change date.

I have also observed an increasing reluctance on the part of the existing
carrier to defer a requested rate change when a case is out %o bid. This
non-deferral trend can be very clearly seen in our new bid situations,
where it is raze to find medical care rates that are @,m_ranteedfor more
than twelve months. We still have brokers and specifications requesting
fifteen month rate guarantees, but it is becom_!ng increasingly rare to
get carriers that will actually agree to guarantee those rates for fifteen
months.

Another trend in rates is instances of rate guarantees of less than one
year. In the past, medical care rates on larger cases were always guar-
anteed for twelve months, but it is becoming more and more c(_mmon to see
guarantee periods on medical care rates which are less than twelve months.
In some cases carriers have reserved the right to c_ rates on a
month-to-month basis. This practice is more prevalent in the smaller case
market, and its extension to the large case market has been something of a
surprise. It appears that the large policyholders really don't care for
it very much; nonetheless, it is starting to occur anyway. For some cases,
rate guarantee periods of less than twelve months may be the key to reach-
ing a realistic compromise between the insurance carrier and the policy-
holder with regard to rate increases.
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I have heard that some carriers have approached their policyholders and
asked them to voluntarily raise their rates in the middle of a policy
period because of adverse experience. The carrier has no contractual right
to make this change, and it is unlikely that the carrier would be success-
ful'

Two mere items in this rate adjustment area have to do with plan revisions.
In the past, modest upward plan revisions would require modest rate in-
creases, but, because of administrative reasons, the rate increases were
waived. This waiving appears to me to be much less common today. Carriers
either insist that the rates change, or they increase the retrospective
premium arrangement to cover this extra rate until the next rate change
date.

The second revision ares is what I call downward plan revisions - I believe
that carriers are attempting to be mere careful in the credits that they
give in this area. For example, a policyholder might increase the medical
plan's deductible from $100 to $200, and maybe change the out-of-pocket
limitation from $500 to $1,O00. Metropolitan's underwriting operations has
been exez_islng mere came to make suz_ that we don't overcredit in these
situations, and that we fully reflect any carryover provisions and any pro-
visions relating to those people who have already satisfied existing plan
deductibles and out-of-pocket limitations.

There are other factors which should be exnm_ned when calculating rate
credits. One factor is detexmining whether there is alot of duplicate
coverage because of two family members working, each with coordination
of benefits. Another factor involves the trend of some employers requesting
relatively large increases in the deductible on their medical plan, but they
intend to pay for the benefits for the first portion of the deductible them-
selves. I heard in a workshop this morning there are also "pirate compan-
ies" which will sell insurance in that corridor. In any event, when you
have these types of situations, you should be aware of any deterrent effect
that might occur. In other words, a large deductible will normally deter
people from getting medics/ care, but if the deductible is being "filled in"
for them you should expect to see a different utilization pattern than you
would otherwise expect.

Finally, l'd like to comment on three other minor changes that l've seen
carriers making largely because of their financial results and escalating
medics/ csme costs. The first of these changes is primarily in the large
group market. In the past, many insurers were encouraged by their policy-
holders to maintain lax claim processes. They didn't want you to resist
claims, they just wanted you to pay the claims. The pendulum has swung
back, and now the customer wants to make sure that you are careful in your
claim-paying practices. Thus, the whole claim administration environment
has moved to one of not paying benefits that are not required. We have
found that we also have to tighten up our contract language so we can
defend these more aggressive actions in court. Many of the contracts that
I think are around today would not stand up under very agressive claim cost
control through administration.

The two other changes are really back-end items; in other words, courses of
action which don't require the customers' agreement. The first is, if you
are a mutual company, you can Change your dividend formula, or, if you are
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a stock company, you ch_n-_e you_ experience o_e_t fors_Llas. You can raise
expense cha_ges, lower interest c_edlts, _ise interest charges, _aise risk
charges and modify reserve factors. An example of _his is making a tax
charge on dividends.

Finally, carriers are not only trying to make thei_ charges cover their
expenses, but a_e attempting to reduce those expenses. Many carriers are
trying to achieve this through consolidation in their claim operations,
which hopefully will improve service as well as decrease expenses.

In _ then, I believe that insul-ance caxTiers have, over 'the last year
or two, tightened up considerably on their underwritin_ practices. This
tightening up has been successful because it was really absolutely necessary
in order that insurance carriers continue on a sound financial course in

our relatively risky group insurance business.

MR. DAVID V. _. I have a couple of observations and questions regarding
PPO's. First of all, it seems that most of the PPO work has resulted solely
in a fee discount, either from the hospital or the physicians. This _-
ment doesn't really refer to a whole lot of utilization contx_is, and it
seems that, in order to make a PPO work, you should employ some sort of
utilization controls. Because %he PPO usually has more libelml benefits,
it is likely that the increase in utilization will offset the cost savings.
I would like to know if any of the Panelists have seen PPO's that actually
do reduce utilization, and if they do, ax_n't they really like a self-funded
HMO?

MR. ETHINGTON:

I think you're right - that's what the struggle has been with the PPO's.
They have the right now to negotiate, but nobody knows how to do it. They
don't know how to structure the thing to really produce the kinds of savings
that they hope will emergo. Most a_ree that some type of utilization review
is necessary, but a good technique to accomplish that review has not yet
been developed. If the _ment covers home and office visits, it's very
hard to do pee_ review on those visits.

Likewise, once a PPO is up and running, it is very difficult to keep some-
body out of the preferred provider network. You should have some criteria
for having people come in and out of the network. Thus, as far as PPO's are
concerned, the opportunity is definitely there. Many employers are looking
to PPO's as possibly a significant way to cut costs. But no one knows yet
how to do it - no one has found the right ingredients to put together.

MR. RICHARD BILISOLY: I have a question that maybe Mr. Hall can answer.
I was interested in your election profiles under Flexible Benefit pro_mms.
It certainly does look as though there will be some anti-selection, and I
wondered if you had some oases %hat had been insured under such a prob,-am

for a year or two. Could you not go further and ascertain the exact,cost of
anti-selection by first acting as though all employees and their dependents
were covered, let's say talking about medical plans, under Plan A, then
under Plan B, then under Plan C, and finally under Plan D, and then calcu-
late the claim costs under each supposition, and then compare those to the
claim costs that actually emerged with the selection, and finally ascertain
the total overall cost of the anti-selection?
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MR. HALL: Yes, you can do that. It gets to be a very extensive set of
calculations to make if you have a relatively extensive and complex flexible
benefits program. First of all, there aren't that many programs that have
been in effect for a year plus. The ones that have been in effect for that
length of time are generally the larger employers that have complex
programs, diverse geographical locations, sub-groups of employees, etc.
By the time you get the number of breakdowns that are needed to do the
analysis, you've got a lot of paper on your hands. One of the issues that
I think we have to deal with is to find a way to be able to do that type of
analysis in some controlled fashion. We don't really have the accounting
systems thought through to do that, much less the actuarial techniques that
you' re talking about.

DR. WILLIAM HSIAO*: I'd like to make a few comments on PPO'8 and also pose
a question. The idea of PPO's really came about almost twenty years ago by
the Commission on Medical Care Costs. The idea is really for the insurance
companies to select low cost providers, hospitals and physicians, group
them together, and offer low health insurance premiums to consumers, pro-
vlding they get their services from this group of low-cost providers.
Theoretically, that means that you will have set up the competitive forces
between the low cost providers versus the high cost providers. What I have
observed in practice is that the insurance companies negotiate with some
providers and get a discount, rather than picking out the low cost providers
which already exist. One plan out in the East Coast sponsored by a large
eastern mutual insurance company, which shall remain nameless, found that,
yes, they can get the discounts from the providers but then they also
observe an increase in utilization. This is because the providers, let's say

the physicians, may have some income in mind, and if they're going to give
you a discount they rosymake it up on utilization. Thus, this approach and
its result is contrary to the concept and goals of a PPO. This leads to my
question. Why won't the insurance companies try to identify the low cost
providers, negotiate with them into some kind of a network and thereby pro-
vide health insurance to the consumer at lower premium levels?

MR. ETHINGTON: One of the reasons the carriers haven't done as you've
suggested is that they don't have enough people in any particular area to
be effective negotiators. We might be successful in Butte, Montan_, but I
don't think we'd have alot of clout in the San Francisco Bay Area, for
example, even though we insure a number of clients in the Bay Area that are
pretty large. Also, a big effort is required to get one of these things up
and running, and there is a question of how much pay-off there would be.
It definitely would be public-spirited work without any expectation for a
pay-off with regard to the savings on any particular plan. The Metropolitan
is currently involved with the California Health Network in the Bay Area.
I believe the arrangement includes hospitals which axe in the Bay Area, and
which have a reputation of being good hospitals. However, we also know that
those hospitals tend to have higher unit costs than some other hospitals.
Whether we will see lower costs overall is still an unanswered question.

*Dr. Hsiac, not a member of the Society, is a Professor at
Harva_ University.
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MR. HALL: I essentially agree with both you and Dale, Dr. Hsiao. The
insurance industry is moving in the direction of PPO's, but it is complex
and we really don't have a ready-ma_e set of signals to follow. Separat-
ing the low cost providers from the high cost providers is not an easy
process, but it is an evolutionary process. I think there is a good deal
of effort going on within the insurance industry to try and move in this
direction. We may never succeed but the efforts are moving forward, pri-
marily because of the legislation in California.

MR. CHARLES F. LARIMER: Blue Cross/Blue Shield of lllinois is giving
hospital data to employers in such a way that employers can use it to
reduce their costs. In the Medical Services Advisory Program that has
been set up with Zenith, reports are supplied to Zenith that show by hospi-
tal, by age band, and by diagnosis what the average cost per case, average
per diem, and average length of stay are, along with other useful data,
such as length cf stay by admission day of the week.

Prior to a hospital admission, the Zenith employees are to meet with the
advisor. Besides telling them where they can _et second opinions on
surgery, %he advisor tells them at which hospital they can have their
specific service performed most cheaply.

The Zenith insurance plan was recently changed to I00_ of the first $2,000,
80_ thereafter with a $I ,000 out-of-pocket maximum. One of the messages
that Zenith has included in its internal promotion of the concept is that
by meetin_ with the advisor, most hospital stays can be kept under the
$2,000 level with no cost to the employee.

The program began on January I, 1983, with estimated savingB to Zenith a-
round 5_ since then. It is expected to eventually get savings of around
I0_ or mo_e.

MR. ETHINC_PON: I've seen a couple of arrangements simila_ to the one
you've just discussed. They are a little different in that it is a medical
care facility that approaches a customer with the promise of a special deal
if the customer sends its employees to that facility. We feel it is quite
alright for the customers to enter into these types of arrangements, but as
a carrier we have not. At least at this point in time, we don't want to be
involved in that kind of advisory role.

MR. JAMES M. MCCREADY: My first question is, will PPO's create a cost-
shifting situation? The more prominent companies are likely to be more
able to create PPO arrenSements and they will get discounts. However, the
hospitals still have costs to cover. Thus, those companies that don't get
a discount will take the extr_ costs.

Also, I am aware of at least one organization in the Cleveland area that
offers utilization statistics, which provide data for comparative analysis
of low cost hospitals and physicians. The cost for these services is
somewhat nominal. They are used more by the larger employers than by
insurance companies. This is a possible way to -r_lyze and control utiliz-
ation. Could you co_nent?
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MR. HALL- I will make some comments on your first question. I suspect
that we really do have the potential here for some significant cost shift-
ing. It is much too early to know what the end result will be, but the
objective is not to produce simply a lower unit cost arrangement but really to
impact on u_ilization levels and quglity levels. If the unit cost is high
but the utilization is relatively low, there may actually be a net savings
in dollars. This scenario may avoid cost shifting.

However, I am suspicious that there could be some significant cost shifting,
since many employers have indicated a very strong preference for their
insurance company to structure an arrangement which will _rovide a discount
payment when their employees incur medical expenses. With that kind of
pressure, I would have to say the potential really is there for cost ahift-
Lug. It's way too early to know how it's going to sort out.

MR. ETHINGTON: I a@ree that there is real potential there, but I would also
like to point out that the MediCal situation that I described earlier should
not produce cost shifting. MediCal selected certain hospitals, so as long
as employees go to non-MediCal hospitals, there won't be any MediCal cost
shift. However, in %he long run, that may create a two-tier hospital pro-
gram which, I am sure, is not what was intended when this progrsm was
adopted. I think it's too early to tell.

In response to your second comment, the Metropolitan offers something called
Col_orate Health Strategies, which provides utilization analysis by diagno-
sis, by hospital and by physician. This analysis may uncover patterns of
practice that should be changed and, in fact, we have made a co_mitment as a
company to have our medical staff and other contract physicians go into the
communities to change those practices. If, for example, there is a physician
that is not practicing properly, our medical staff will actually go and talk
to the physician, go to the community, go to the local Medical Association
and show them the statistics. It is hoped that these techniques will
achieve the desired changes in medical practice.

Another technique being used is Hospital Admission Review Plans, which were
set up under Social Security; there axe also some which were created by
private organizations. They monitor hospital admissions on an ongoing basis.
The real value of these plans is their sentinel affect, if people know that
somehody's watching them, they will clean up their practice a little hlt.
The types of organizations, llke the one in the Cleveland area which you
referred to, seem to know alot more than actuaries. They do have alot of
utilization statistics, by diagnosis, by area and so on. Often times they
can tell you alot more about what,s happening on some of these medical care
plans than the actuary who prices them can tell you.

MR. MCCREADY.- Do you think these organizations and their analyses will
have a long ten impact?

MR. ETHING_ON: I think the results will be mostly changes in practices
over time. For example, if a particular doctor normally prescribes a 10-day
hospital stay for a certain condition, and it is brou@ht to his attention
that the normal hospital stay is 4 days, he may change his practice. What
you should look for is abusive situations, especially the subtle ones.
This is where the data gathering and analysis services can be of g_eat
value - they can point to the areas where you can change the practice.
This will save money for the employer, next year, and for years after that.
It will even save money for those employers who don't use the analysis
services of these organizations, because the changes in the patterns of
medical care will benefit the entire community.
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MR. DOUGLAS W. ANDREWS: I have a question for Mr. Hall. My company deals

only in Canada, and we don'% see very much activity in flexible benefits.

You mentioned five different types of flexible benefits aaTangements.

Could you just give a brief description of each of those arrangements?

MR. HALL: I described the "core plus" arrangement pretty well a few

moments ago.

Under the "modular" approach, there are typically several d/fferent modules

for the employee to choose from. Each module is a complete benefit package

in itself_ it's as complete as the employer wants to make it. It generally

would have at least a specified life insurance schedule, a specified medi-

cal plan, and possibly a disability plan. The employee can choose only the

entire module; he can't pick and choose benefits within the modules.

The "high/low medical option" concept has been around for quite some time.

Under this arrangement, the employee may choose either a very modest scale

of benefits, or a relatively rich plan.

The "mix and match", or "trade-off", concept is generally used where an

employer starts with a specific program that he thinks his employees are

generally satisfied with, but he wants to expand it and so offers choices

away from that. Add-on benefits would be made available; conversely,

employees can obtain credits by dropping certain elements within the

existing program.

The term "cafeteria", or "free choice", refers the wide-open program such

as the American Can and Pepsico plans. The employee can choose virtually

anything he or she wants; there's a wide range of choices.

MR. JOHN M. BERTKO: I wonder if the panel would care to comment on the

unx_solved tax issues surrounding flexible benefits, and the lack of the

IRS giving any formal approval on these programs.

MR. HALL: I don't think we're going to see regulations in the _mmediate

future because the Service generally takes a long time to develop regula-

tions. There has been a certain amount of pressure from the ACLI, but I

just don't think we're going to see anything in the nea_ future.

In any case, the nature of the income tax benefits and the attractiveness

of flexible benefits to a number of employers are such that some employers

are going to go ahead with these programs _ay. They feel that the law

is reasonably clear without regulations, and stzuotua_ their programs in a

reasonable way so that the programs clearly aren't abusive and clearly

take into account the discr_m_n-tion issues that the Internal Revenue

Service is generally concerned about. Most employers who are 84_essive in

this sense of wanting to go ahead and p_oceed with these proglmms feel

that they have a reasonable chance that their program will stand the

scrutiny of the Service, either before or after regulations come out.

Of course, there's always the hope %hat if they do drift a little bit away

from what f_,,l regulations might be, that somehow they would be protected

by grandfather clause provisions.
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MR. ROY GOI_]MAN: We have spent alot of time at this session t-1_ about
cost containment. I am aware of at least three bills that have been
passed or are pending. One bill was introduced in the State of Illinois
and is in Conxnittee_the bill basically says that you can't get a rate
increase unless you are instituting cost containment measures.
West Vir@rlniahas asked for an annual review of what cost containment
measures your company has taken. Florida has asked for the same thing,
and has introduced a bill requiring mandatory second opinion, 80_ coinsur-
ance, and a $500 deductible. Alot of us here are with companies that are
working on PP0's, but it seems to me that although Blue Cross has gotten a
discount from hospitals for many years, I don't think their claim costs are
any lower than those of the private insux_rs. The govexTE_ent, through
Medicare, has had lower hospital and physician rates than any private insur-
ance carrier, but claims costs have continued to increase rapidly.

This leads me to my questions. The first is, is the insurance industry now
being asked to do what the government was unable to do? The second is, is
it realistic to think that any one insurance company can make much of an
impact? It's posslble for an insurer to be able to set up a type of PP0 in
one snall area and be able to give its customer employers in that area a
break. But can private insurers really have any affect on health care
utilization in this country?

MR. HALL: I don't think anybody really knows the answer to that. It's a
wide open question, Roy. Certainly it would be difficult for one insur-
ance company to make a significant impact. But I think we're all under
pressure. I know that we've given a good deal of thought to these areas,
and we are continuing to try and develop processes that will impact on
the level of claims under group insurance pregrsme. Whether we actually
can or will is just not clear.

I'm a little puzzled by the direction that you indicated a number of
states are taking. I can understand when a state passes legislation that
requires a second surgical opinion benefit, which is specific enough to
enable you to modify your contract and set up claim administration to
follow the mandate. I'm puzzled when you say that one of the states
required "some type of cost containment program". To me, that's pretty
vague. One man's cost containment is another man's extra benefit. The
question of whether even second surgical opinions actually save money is
not very clear yet.

MR. LARIMER. Blue Cross/Blue Shield of lllinois was subject to the
arrangement in the State of lllinois mentioned by Roy Gol_n. It
affected our direct pay (individual) and connnunityrated products prior
to becoming a mutual company late in 1982. The lllinois Department of
Insurance would, by whatever means, judge our cost contair_nent efforts
and then apply a corresponding cost containment factor, such as 80_, to
the actuarially Justified requested rate increase.

DR. HHIAO: I would like to respond to Mr. Gold-_n's question. I don't
believe that the government is trying to get the insurance industry _o
do what the government cannot do. The government has recognized 1_t
regulation doesn't always work very effectively. What they're trying to
do is pressux_ the private insurance industry to try different things
that will set up competitive forces in the marketplace. If one insurer
encourages second surgical opinion benefits and the result is reduced
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costs for its customers, that insurer will _et more customers. This will
for_e other insurance companies to adopt the same policy, and thus there
will be a market force, not a regulatory force, exerting pressure on the
providers. This is the government's alternative strategy.




